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Over 30 years ago, Artistic Finishes began finishing
wood accessories in support of wood flooring installers.
The goal was to provide the Perfect Finish for every
flooring installation. Since then, Artistic Finishes has
relentlessly improved their process to more efficiently
meet the needs of those in the flooring industry.
Although the soul of Artistic Finishes remains that
of a craftsman, they have enthusiastically embraced
technology and innovation, making them the industry
leader in quality and service.
Today, online ordering is easy. No minimum order
is standard. Custom blending to any wood species
is expected. These innovations alone, allow Artistic
Finishes’ customers to eliminate waste, control inventory
and increase profits.
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The craft of custom blending moldings and accessories for
the flooring industry will always be the core competency
of Artistic Finishes. But the future of the organization is
firmly rooted in marrying their craft to new technologies
and processes that allow them to give their customers
exactly what they want, when they want it — Every Time.
After all, the Perfect Finish is truly achieved when the
customer is happy and profitable.
Through thick and thin, the market has come to trust that
Artistic Finishes has the resources, supplier relationships,
craftsmen, customer service and proven processes to
provide the perfect solution for color blended and
finished wood moldings, vents, stair treads and risers.
Become a member today and let us provide
you with the Perfect Finish — Every Time.

ARTISTICFINISHES.COM I 888.783.0374

T A GREAT FINISH,
RE YOU START.

ARTISTIC FINISHES
MEMBERSHIP BENEFITS:
• No minimum order required
• Short lead times
• 150+ molding profiles and accessories
• Online ordering
• Proprietary color blending system

Alone, Artistic Finishes and Moldings Online are great, but
together we’re better. That’s why the two have become one.
Artistic Finishes, the premiere pre-finished hardwood moldings
manufacturer and Moldings Online, the largest hardwood moldings
e-commerce website in the world are now your one source for
expertly finished moldings. Join us, we’re better together.

• Support 90+ wood species

INFO@ARTISTICFINISHES.COM
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CONSIDER THE MO

CUSTOM BLENDED FINISHES
We pride ourselves on both the quality and quantity of
finishes for our moldings. We have over 15,000 formulas in
our color library that allows us to blend to any and all wood
species. We offer countless oil, distressed, handscraped and
special finishes; in order to blend with almost any wood, WPC,
tile, slate, stone, laminate or LVT/LVP floor on the market.

We use nanotechnology ultraviolet cured top coats on all of
our moldings (excluding oil finishes); the coat increases the
surface hardness by 350 percent compared to conventional
jobsite sealers and coatings. Before our products leave the
factory, they go through a painstaking process of quality
control to ensure their beauty and durability.

RESIDENTIAL

WARRANTY

SPECIAL FINISHES

STAINED

NATURAL

UNFINISHED

To ensure our accessories blend as closely as possible
to your floor of choice, we have a stain color check process:
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	Apply stain to a trial strip of wood to test
the stain color.

3
	
the stain and top coat until the color
3 Adjust
blends to the flooring standard.
	Apply UV/oil coating to the test portion.

SUPPORTS 90+ WOOD SPECIES, 150+ PROFILES AND THOUSANDS OF STAIN AND SPECIAL FINISHES
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OLDING. FINISHED.

PRE-FINISHED MOLDINGS
ENDURACOR™
Artistic Finishes is proud to present our exclusive new line of waterproof
core accessories. Enduracor is more durable, more water-resistant and less
expensive than the traditional solid wood molding. This product features our
proprietary 4 layer design, making it one of the most technologically
advanced products on the market.

CORK WRAP VENEER MOLDINGS

LV T/ LV P M O L D I N G S

WHITE PRIMED MOLDINGS

We adhere a thin layer of cork
veneer around a high-quality
hardwood molding. The result
is an excellent complement to
your cork floor.

Our durable hardwood moldings
are designed to upgrade the look
of any LVT/LVP flooring application.
Our exclusive stair nosing design
offers an industry leading solution
to any LVT/LVP project.

We believe our factory finishing
methods deliver a superior product,
yet we know there are situations
where primed and unfinished
moldings are desired. Our white
primed moldings use poplar
hardwood. All of our profiles
and other hardwood species are
available as unfinished moldings.

FOR A COMPLETE LIST OF OUR SPECIES VISIT: ARTISTICFINISHES.COM
INFO@ARTISTICFINISHES.COM
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PRODUCTS
1 MILLWORK
Enhances a room
adding charm and
beauty.
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2 WALL BASE
Creates a formal
border transition
between flooring
and walls.

3 BASE SHOE/

QUARTER ROUND
Creates subtle blend
between wall base and
hardwood flooring.

4 REDUCER
Allows for a smooth
transition between
floors of different
heights.

5 THRESHOLD/

SQUARE NOSE
Ideal for concealing
expansion space
along a vertical
edge that cannot
be framed.

ARTISTICFINISHES.COM I 888.783.0374

6 T- M O L D
Provides an attractive
solution for transitioning
between floor surfaces
in adjoining rooms.
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7 COVE
Creates a refined
transition to cover
gaps along a wall
or stairs.

8 STAIR NOSE
Adds a professional,
finished look to stairways
and is designed to catch
the brunt of foot traffic.

9

TREAD

Provides a pleasing,
finished appearance
on stairs.

10

RISER

Forms the vertical
face of a step and
provides transition
between stair treads.

INFO@ARTISTICFINISHES.COM
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STARTER STEP

Creates a custom,
one-of-a-kind piece
which showcases
your stairs.
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VENT

Covers a duct opening
creating a continuous
looking floor.
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WE NEVER OVERPOWER A ROOM.
BUT WE MAY BE THE MOST INTERESTING GUEST.

We’re not interested in providing “off-the-shelf” cookie-cutter options. We are pros serving pros in the business
of moldings that can blend to any manufactured wood flooring project. Artistic Finishes empowers the craftsmen
that demands flawlessly finished wood moldings and accessories to get more done, faster and with less effort. With
Artistic Finishes the job will be done right and will turn your next project into a piece of art.

MOLDING PROFILES
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MILLWORK

WALL BASE

Bring a new level of sophistication to any project with
our high quality artisan millwork. Our dynamic millwork
designs used around doors and windows, cover the gaps
between the frames and walls while providing incredible
beauty and texture to any space with their bold and
unique look. All of our millwork can be painted with
any high quality latex based paint or stained to blend
seamlessly with your selected flooring.

Our wall bases are designed to frame your space and can
be stained to blend to any style of flooring while easily
conforming to gentle curves and irregular surfaces.

ARTISTICFINISHES.COM I 888.783.0374

MOLDING PROFILES CONTINUED

BASE SHOE/QUARTER ROUND

REDUCER

Used to accent the transitions from the surface of the floor
to the wall base, the base shoe/quarter round provides a
subtle and beautiful blend between the floor gap and the
wall. Adding this molding to hardwood flooring creates a
gorgeous finished look.

Artistic Finishes’ multi-purpose reducers are used to
transition floors of different heights and/or different
materials. This molding facilitates a smooth transition
between flooring surfaces adding an extra special touch
to your project.

THRESHOLD/SQUARE NOSE

T- M O L D S

The threshold/square nose is used in many different ways.
Whether being used to ease the transition between
surfaces of varying heights, along a sliding glass door or
covering the gaps in style next to a stone fireplace.

Providing an attractive solution for transitioning between
floor surfaces in adjoining rooms. T-molds ensure that
there’s no abrupt or unfinished edges that are unsightly
or unprotected. Ideal for use in doorways and where
floors of approximately the same thickness meet.

COVE

STAIR NOSE

Refined, decorative transitions between vertical surfaces
are achieved by using cove moldings. Perfect for use
on stairways, joining cabinetry to floors and ceilings or
other similar applications.

Stair nosing adds a professional finished look to stairs.
They are designed to catch the brunt of foot traffic while
maintaining the overall beauty of each step.

INFO@ARTISTICFINISHES.COM
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WHEN IT COMES TO QUALITY AND ARTISTRY.
WE NEVER MISS A STEP.

STAIR TREADS & RISERS

STANDARD STAIR TREAD
Standard stair treads meet the needs of stair installations where walls are on
both sides of the stairway. Each tread is 3/4" thick with a full 1 1/16"* bull nose for
a striking visual appearance. By including a pre-notched bull nose, we allow for
precise placement of the bull nose on the step.
Artistic Finishes leads the industry
in providing custom color blended
stair treads and risers, bringing
your next stair project to a whole
new level of artistry.
• Standard and universal
tread styles provide
solutions to any stairway.
• F
 actory finishing includes
tough wear-resistant and
high-tech sealers for
superior scratch resistance
and surface hardness.
• We manufacture to
order with extra length,
custom sizes, or special
finish requests.
• 1-year warranty.

UNIVERSAL STAIR TREAD
Our universal stair treads come with a double return suitable for all open
staircases. Returns provide a pleasing, finished appearance along the skirt
board. Each universal tread comes complete with two 13" returns to eliminate
confusion between right and left placements during ordering.

STAIR RISERS
Risers form the vertical face of a step, and provide elegant transitions between
each stair tread. Risers are ordered in 1/4" and 3/4"* thicknesses. Available in
unfinished, natural, stained and white primed for painted applications.
*Certain species may vary in size/style offerings.
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STARTER STEPS

• The Starter Step Kit is manufactured to your
specifications. The stair tread and riser assembly
includes a rounded riser foundation, rounded
cove and rounded base shoe.
• T
 he starter stair tread may be purchased without
the riser and molding assembly structure.
• The Starter Step Kit arrives ready for installation
with no additional finishing required. Detailed
installation instructions are included.

The riser assembly is built with
the highest quality workmanship.
Kerf cut radius ends and solid
wood construction provide
ultimate strength and durability.

STAIR TREAD & RISER WAIVER OF SAMPLE SUBMISSION
Flooring samples allow our experienced technicians to analyze the wood flooring and produce the most appropriate
color and finish based on the specific flooring material with which the treads and risers will be installed.
To best ensure that stairs and risers will blend with your wood flooring project, please submit a minimum of four
14” x 14” samples to set the color standard.

FOR MORE INFORMATION ON OUR CUSTOM TREADS & STARTER STEPS VISIT: ARTISTICFINISHES.COM
INFO@ARTISTICFINISHES.COM
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BREATHE NEW LIFE INTO ANY ROOM.

WOOD VENTS
 t Artistic Finishes we understand that every
A
custom wood floor isn’t complete without the
Perfect Finish. That’s why we manufacture
pre-finished hardwood vents at the same time
as your other accessories.
• O
 ur factory-finished products include tough
wear-resistant and high-tech sealers for superior
scratch resistance and surface hardness.
• A
 vailable in flush mount and surface-mount/
drop-in styles, with or without dampers.
• 1 year warranty.
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WOOD VENTS

SURFACE MOUNT VENTS

CORNER BASE VENTS

Surface mount vents are the perfect choice for use with
any floor type. Easily drops into the duct opening, and with
a rounded surface, overlaps any rough edges in the floor.

Designed as an elegant and beautiful solution for vents
located low on baseboards, the corner base vent covers
the entire opening, showing its fine craftsmanship.

FLUSH MOUNT VENTS

UNDER CABINET VENTS

Flush mount vents come complete in their own frame,
which mounts flush to the wood floor. Installation occurs
at the same time as the floor.

Elegantly complements any cabinet by replacing the
standard metal vents supplied in the toe kick plate.
Provides ample airflow and includes magnetic clips to
easily attach and remove the vent.

WALL MOUNT VENTS

ROUND VENTS

Wall mount vents are available in flush or surface styles.
Use them for any of your HVAC or wall air return vents.
Wall vents used as speaker covers for intercom systems
gives a nice, upgraded look.

Round vents provide an appealing finishing touch
to round duct openings in walls, ceilings, or floors.
Available in either flush or surface-mount styles.

FOR MORE INFORMATION ON OUR CUSTOM VENTS VISIT: ARTISTICFINISHES.COM
INFO@ARTISTICFINISHES.COM
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WARRANTY COVERAGE SUMMARY
Artistic Finishes warrants to the
original purchaser that our moldings
and accessories will be free of defects
RESIDENTIAL
in materials and workmanship; however,
WARRANTY
the products are not warranted against
excessive force, heavy foot traffic or
accidental breakage. Artistic Finishes warrants that its
custom, factory-applied finish will not chip, peel, or wear

through to the wood, under conditions of normal
residential use, for the period of one (1) full year
following purchase. Natural wood characteristics
such as mineral streaks, small knots and grain variations
are to be expected and are not considered defects.
This warranty applies to the original purchaser of
Artistic Finishes factory-finished products for residential
use, for the duration of the stated warranty period.

ACCOUNT SETUP PROCESS
1

Go to www.artisticfinishes.com/register
and fill out the information requested.

2

Membership Eligibility: You must be a
professional in the flooring industry such
as a flooring distributer, retailer, dealer,
installer, builder, designer or architect, in
order to buy direct from Artistic Finishes.
A company Federal Tax ID # is required
for membership.

3

4

Instant Credit: You will receive
an instant credit of $1,000 once
approved for membership. You
may also pay by credit card, or fill
out a credit application to request
an increase to your line of credit.
Click Activate: A confirmation email
with your username, password and your
assigned Sales Representative will be
emailed to you.

MEMBERSHIP BENEFITS
Members of Artistic Finishes have exclusive purchasing
power from our online catalog of moldings, vents, millwork,
stair treads and risers. We do NOT sell to consumers. You
must be actively engaged in the flooring industry. Qualified
members can take advantage of our many program benefits:
• Buy Direct and Save. Get wholesale pricing by buying
		 direct from the manufacturer.
•	
Largest Selection. No matter your molding, stair
component or vent need, we custom blend colors
to over 23,000 flooring lines and over 500 brand
name manufacturers. We have the largest collection
of hard wood species, including Bamboo, Acacia
and Eucalyptus, as well as unique finishes.

•
		
		
		
		

No Minimum Required. Order only the
moldings and accessories you need
and have them shipped anywhere
in the United States or Canada.
Track your orders online.

MEMBERS

ONLY

•	
Shortest lead times in the industry. All of our
products are made-to-order and most standard
moldings and select vents ship within a week after
order placement. Fast delivery, regardless of quantity.
• Expert Customer Service. Direct line to the
		 manufacturer for prompt technical support
		 related to product selection and installation.
•	
Direct Ship. Ships directly to the job site anywhere
in the United States or Canada.
•	
Electronic Data Interchange (EDI) automates
customer service and accounting data exchange
to reduce processing time and paperwork.			
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MARKETING TOOLS
Flooring accessories can increase total flooring sales.
Don’t miss out on these high-margin sales opportunities.
Our sales and marketing merchandise is designed to
elicit questions and generate interest from your customers.
Custom brand and large quantity programs are available.

Here are a few of the tools we offer:

C U STO M D I S P L AY S

CHAINSETS

RETURN POLICY
Artistic Finishes’ products received by customers that
deemed unsatisfactory, due to a defect in quality or
workmanship, may be returned for replacement or
credit. Cash refunds will not be given.
For more details on returns, visit www.artisticfinishes.com.

OUR PARTNERS

INFO@ARTISTICFINISHES.COM
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Artistic Finishes, Inc.
2224 Terminal Road
St. Paul, MN 55113 USA

Local Phone: 651-631-2807
Toll Free: 1-888-783-0374
Fax: 651-631-3705

Customer Service: customerservice@artisticfinishes.com

ARTISTICFINISHES.COM

